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MONDAY: BUILD UP FROM DEFENSIVE THIRD /  PREVENT BUILD UP

ARRIVAL & CHECK-IN: Players check-in at main tent then head to you - engage with them as they arrive.

WELCOME & INTRO: Make sure all players introduce themselves and say where they are from. Explain any basic 
rules.

WARM UP: 2 x 20x30 grids
Split group into 4 teams and have teams playing small sides games, with uneven number (4v3). 
Numbers up team to complete 4 passes before scoring. Numbers down team to prevent the 
team passing and can score with no pass restriction. Switch teams every 5 minutes.

Make it easier: Have 2 more attackers than defenders
Make it harder: Even number teams

TECHNICAL: 2x 20x20 grids 
5 attackers v 2 defender with the defenders in pennies . Attackers looking to possess the ball 
and keep ball away from defenders. If defenders win the ball, they switch pennies with the 
attacker who was responsible for losing possession. Attackers have target of 10 passes for a 
goal.

Make it easier: More attackers, less defenders OR bigger area size
Make it harder: Add defender/lose an attackers 

Progression: Make 1 40x30 gird with target player on each end. 6v10 with a target player on 
each end of grid. The attackers look to combine with target players to play from one end, 
through the defense to opposition target player. If defenders win the ball they hit a target 
player for a goal.

COACHING POINT: Attacking: Supporting movement to give passing options
Defending: Compact and press in numbers

COACHING POINTS: Attacking: 
1.Players should be able to use correct technique to make a short pass (inside of foot) and 
make correct passing decision based on defenders positioning 
2. Can attackers choose right time to play forward with forward angles of support to play 
outside and through defensive line. 

Defending: 
1. Defenders should not be split by a pass and ensure they have one pressing players and 
covering players pushing the ball laterally
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TACTICAL: 30x45 yard grid
Two teams (1 defensive unit and 1 attacking unit)
Attacking unit consists of GK defending a goal, back line (3 players) and midfield line (2) with a 
target forward (1). Defensive unit consists of forwards (2), midfielders (3). 
Attacking teams GK starts with the ball and tries to play out to reach the target player to 
soccer. Defensive team look to press the ball and stop the build out. If they win possession 
they try to score on the goal. 

Make it easier: Insert a build out line 25 yards from the goal. 
Make it harder: Add another pressing player

GAME: Small sided game going to goal - even number teams.
Encourage the teams look to build out from GK. 

Make it easier: Build out line.
Make it harder: 4 passes before team can score. 

SIGN OUT: Parent must come to you to sign their player out and initial sign in/out sheet. 

COACHING POINTS: Attacking:
Can we make right decision as to when to play and when to pass forward. Attract pressure 
from the defenders and find the space in behind the pressing line to make a pass to an open 
player. 

Defending:
Can we press together and find pressing triggers (bad touch/pass). Ensure we are not a flat 
pressing line. Cut off the passing options of player who is in possession. 

COACHING SUMMARY: Try to find instances in the game to freeze the play when your coaching points are relevant. 
Keep your freeze short and concise - try to find opportunities when a player fails to use a 
teammate when they are in a good position. Some examples:

1) If team in possession force the play forward when they could play out
2) If defending players press individually rather than as a unit 




